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My reasons” replied he, angrily,44 are, the hearted cordiality whieff marks the character THE FOLLY OF INCONSISTENT EX
’ * j • of Irishmen*
fellow has abused me shamefully, and his
PECTATIONS. PUBLISHED BY
44 There is a secret attachment formed be
name shall be given up, or you yourself must
JAMES È. REMICH.
prepare to suffer the consequences of refm tween congenial ihinds of which even the
[From Airs. Barbauld’s Miscellanies.]
persons themselves, arc not aware, and often
sal.
”
Conditions—§1 50 per annum, if paid in the
44 But are you certain, Squire Smellfungus, they are surprised at the hold they have got
This world may be considered as a great
Tpurse of the year. And no papers discontinued until
■ Wuw and Crimi
the article was aimed at you? There are, of each other’s affections. This was the case ■ mart of commerce, where fortune exposes to
lsoa all arrearages are paid.
you are sensible, no names mentioned, and with these.two young persons. It was not our view various commodities ; riches, ease,
835
Lace for Vei,s
there are unfortunately so many persons to until these circumstances took place that either tranquility, fame, integrity, knowledge. EvCatnbncks and Unt Ts
whom the character sketched by Manlius is of them ever suspected that they loved each i ery thing js marked
_________________
____ Our
Wt-WlUKCOttS.
at a settled price.
,vn Linens,
applicable, that there must be some strong other. Among the suitors for the hand of time, our labour, our ingenuity, fs so much
Linen
From the JTezc-Jersey Free Press. . points of resemblance indeed to justify your Jane,.was a ffian, of about 40 years ©f age, a ready money which we arc to lay out to the
widower, who was devoid of every principle j best advantage* Examine;
demand.”
Examine^ compare,
compare, choose,
choose,
bonnets,
THE PRINTING-OFFICE.
owh judgment
judgment;; and
and
44 You know,” said Smellfungu’s, “ that there that makes man noble, and whose riches were 1 reject; but stand to> your
vour owh
J Gauzes,
If you wish to study character—if you wisli / are scoundrels ip every community who take his-only support in society ; It is but justice not like children, when
v ,you have
u .: purchased
Bon,baMen9i
remark, that his private character was un-| one
one thing,
thing, repine
repine that
that you
you do
do hot
hot possess
possess am
un
to see the world—if you wish to know" what delight in stabbing in the dark, men who ilfC .
¡»Ik and worsted Do.
father of Jane.->—He solicited a other which you did not purchase.. Such is
crudities and quidities exist in the human more elevated than themselves, Mid unless a known tO.JL
' force of well regulated industry, that a
a an on Jane, and1 received1 it? t
the
race, go tn the printing-office, when the paper proper punishment is awarded, no man will be permission
with hearty wishes, from the lather, for his I steady and vigorous
bp of
vigorous exert
exerthti
of our
our faculties^
faculties^
is published,® and the morning stage has safe from their attacks.”
success.
He
there
met
Mr.
II.
and
his
sa-|
”
directed
to
one
end,
will
generally
insure suc
44
I
venture
to
say,
”
replied
the
editor,
brought its bundle of crimes* Crim* con. and
l'VilkVeit±B0(*' congressional proceedings* Let a lazy fek 44 that Manlius was unaware that so important gacity soon discovered that, which though cess. Would you, fof instance; be rich ? Do
a«d Sarsqetts,
low like myself, one who has lifile to do* and a personage as yourself existed ; and when unknown to themselves, ,would prevent him you think that single point worth the sacrifi
Denmark Satins,
__less
___disposition
_______ to perform even
- that little,
r j he was wielding the lash of satire over the
1 po- from obtaining
* J
object °f his wishes,
cing every thing else ? You may then be rich.
still
snetts,
I make a morning’s lounge in the printing-office, ’ litical sins and moral crimes of certain of the j Fearful of dfceting his rival openly, he took Thousands have become so from the lowest
and he will learn more than he
be would in a ?■ community, he had little idea that any person •> every occasion of injuring the growing repu- beginnings, by toil, and patient diligence, and
»•»te, Silk and Kid Gl«, fortnight’s poring over his dusty, worm-eaten ' wh° aspirps to respectability in society, would ' tation of Mr. H. both as a man and a lawyer, attention to the minutest articles of expense
His influence in and profib But you must give up the pleas
S1|t«ndKidJ,. volumes. I love to secure a quiet nook, and i c?aim the privilege of considering those re- j and he too well succeeded.—-His
slins, Millmetts,
with a newspaper before me, peep out to ob-! mant* as directed at him.”
I1 society was great, and people could not dis
dis- ures of leisure, of a vacant mind, of a free un
Blai" ’^ Colored Rifcbo serve the motley assemblage who flock togeth-1
It was£&sy
—It was not possible, suspicious temper* If you preserve your in
iyaseasy to perceive the man of office j believe his insinuations
insinuations-^it
nd R 4 an<l Ga““^ er to present their advertisements, find fault ’ felt his situation was becoming far from envi-J said fhey, that ever the dark^hints of the rich tegrity, it must be course spun and vulgar
ed Br”d’ and Cords a
able,, dllU
and UCUUUU
denouncing the severest penalty vx
of: Mr. T. could be without foundation—no, theffe honesty. Those high and lofty notions of
with the editor or printer, hear the latest news, ’i itUK
thp
nil a
rind
in them. As it was
me law nnnn
upon “
’*u sundrv.
ounurj,
nv, was momuiuwh be
K/V something ui
— to
— be
-- morals which you brought with you from the
45" au
all
a^d
sundry,” he
mo- !i must
make their sage remarks, and, 44 spill their .■ the
:Tap«. Bobbins,
judgments” von the political affairs of this mun- ving towards the door, with an evident inten- expected his little practice declined every schools must be considerably lowered, .and
!i i
__ lhimself
:____ pmr anJ tbo nnlrl InrJ?« nf thp
iss i iushn, Squsres and p* Jane sphere.
day,nmnlfL
and the were
cold looks of the people* w&re mixed with the baser alloy of jealous and
tion of taking
off—
lol,s Do. .
Ii. In A™™
a
moment,
”
said
the
t0
bis
nobla
s
P
irit W0Vse t?lan !he loss of life; worldly minded prudence. You must learn
comes
Mr.
Dry
Goods,
with
a
request
44 Wait if you please, one i__ ... ,
vd Threads,
—He determined on leaving the country, and to do hard; if not unjust things ; and for the
that
a
blunder,
the
printer
had
made
in
an
ad’
editor,
44
1
merely
wish
to
whisper
in
your
id Fana,
on Jane
for_ the purpose
of . taking nice embarrassments of a delicate and ingen
! vertisement of his, the day before, by substi -■ ear, that before procedine* in this affair, it ma 1 -,waited „,
,
* . •
ious spirit, it is necessary for you to get rid of
for - - j LtIHÎH |’ >«*« of ber> but unfortanately
W
* ----- --------------- j -------chintze for
cheese, making
it reau
read a I be well to look at home. A writer like MansDOMESTICS.
p 7
.
I tuting
uoiuusig, vniiiLZsU
iur uiievse,
ma-Kiug u.
.
I withstanding all his prudence and determina- them as fast as possible. In short, you must
a®8, Checks, Stripes and(jM quantity of chintze from one of the first dai- 1• nus
lius
looks
abroad
in
the
political,
|zorld
;
iuuks auroau
m
me
uoiiuuai
wuriu
:
ne
.
.
b
t i •
.
i
.
i
or ioXyood. W ¿.h I
ÏÏv. Î3 not attempt to enlarge your ideas, or polish
k ,OL. .
I ries
ties ba the country,” might be corrected. ,
..........................
■hed Shirtings and Sheeti^! Jhe lompofitor ’
- ’
’
‘
_____ _______ _______
your taste, or refine your sentiments | but
was
called,
the
manuscript
* which it abounds ; he embodies
it and gives ;
fTimori I 1 r* lr i r»
1
-s
l/*
1
*
1
T*
1
i
mmon Tickings,
must keep on in the beaten track, without
•
fidelity.
1
I
was produced, and found printed neroiztwn, and : it a 44 substance and a form,” that may receive
Yarns, &c
44 After the departure of Mr. H. the rich turning aside either to the right hand or to
Mr.
Dry
Goods,
hastily
left
the
office
to
corj
the lash of ridicule, the, sting of satire or the j
large assortment of
! Mr. T. pressed his suit, and from some ex- the left. 44 But I caiinot submit to drudgery
rect his own mistakes.
frown of contempt; if any political adventu-1
roods and Grocery
Mr. Vinegar Cruet, the village grocer, rer steps forward and says,441 am thati; pressions of his, together with hints ol his con- like this—I feel a spirit above it.” ’Tis well;
-CONSISTING OF—*
wished that 44 smoked herrings” might be knave,” or I am that villain,” it is nothing to ij duct to her lover, she was induced to believe be above it then ; only do. hot repine that
tu. and American BRAg
put in capitals, as he wished to draw the at Us. We have learned that no one is ever j‘i that tl)e misfortune and disappointment of you are not richs
>ix, Wind-)
; both, might be attributed to his conduct. She " ‘ Is knowledge the pearl of price ? That, too,
tention of the public to that article.
hurt by that which does not apply to himself. ’
N. E.
C
|
A young gentleman entered and handed a 44 Let the feather of the shaft glance over a refused him with contempt. He waited on may be* purchased—by steady application'
nerican GIN, Whiskey,
and long solitary hours of study and reflec
small
packet of papers to the editor, and left sound part and it will not be felt; but let it¡»' her father, exposed to him thé state of his
Coffee, Sugar, Teas, &c.|
tion.
Bestow these, and you shall be learn
bproprty,
and
offered
to
settle
a.
large
estate
|
the office. His manner plainly enough indi touch a wounded and irritable place and *¡1
Jod assortment of
■J upon hef, could the letter prevail upon Jane ed.-—4J But,” says the man of letter^ 44 what a
cated that he belonged to the class offidlers will inflict pain and anguish !”
lass, China, and 1 who contribute their mites to the ephemeral
I to become the wife of the former. The fa- hardship it is that many an illiterate fellow,
Pale with rage, Smellfungus closed lffe jI ther,
U1 ,r u
1ZjZlv;u with
vvlLli the offer, promised to use who cannot construe the motto of the arms of
dazzled
WARE,
columns of the day.
door with a violence which showed the reproof | h“s'influen'eg and“ ifThaf would ndt AxTsufr
re Joiners’ and Cabinet Ms
44 Mr. Editor,” said a fat old fellow, who sat as wel as the offence, was felt. Even old cient his autllority.-He did both-but they his coach, shall raise a fortune and make a
figure, while I have little more than the com
•Is of all kinds,
wheezing in his easychair, 44you give too Grumblegumption grinned a smile of exulta
were as yet useless. Mr. P. finding, all his mon conveniences of life 1”—Was it in order
much room to such idle fellows ; who cares tion at Smellfungus’ mortification.
schemes proved abortive, and knowing well to raise a fortune that you consumed the
for their literature or their essays! I had
A young man entered, handed a paper, j- the causeF of his failure, raised a report that sprightly hours of youth in study and retire
rather read a debate of congress, or our legis-.
...... . with
....... a fever at------ , to which ment ? Was it to be rich that you grew pale
Mr. H. died
lature, than all the literary trash which the and retired—It read as follows:—
44 Marerid lass wensday by Rev. elder piace pe hacj removed. This report was over the midnight lamp, and distilled the
whole
tribe
of
scribblers
can
furnish
in
a
UGH & BODWEL!
MakhayMr. jon hingham to Mis olive judez carefully conveyed to the ears of Jane, and sweetness from the Greek and Roman spring ?
HAVE FOR SALE, year.” .
awl of this Phase.”
which was further confirmed by the silence You have then mistaken your path, and ill
Passmores, Farewells, (stedl
44 Perhaps, Mr. Grumblcgumption, it may
Enough, said -I, for one morning, and de of her lover. She believed it—and to pacify, employed your industry. 44 What reward
1 Waters Scythes of the best., be so with you, but you will be so good as to <
bouched
from my corner, leaving Grumble or rather gratify her father,, and she became hove 1 then for all my labours ?” What re
M1’ recollect there are numerous persons'who pat-1
gumption
to conclude his harangue against miserable by being the wife of Mr. T. From ward ! A large comprehensive soul, well pur
ronize a paper merely for the miscellaneous |
poems,
tales,
and newspaper essays at his that hour she never knew peace. In follow ged from vulgar fears and pertubations, and
GOODS-^MM. articles it contains, and who rarely if ever j
ing improperly the opinions of her father* prejudices; able to comprehend and inter
leisure.
look at a congressional debate; and we ca
forgetting what was due to herself, her future- pret the -works of man—of God. A rich,
JN BURNHAM* terers for the public must consult the inclina
! life became wretched ; and in performing flourishing, cultivated mind, pregnant with
HAS JUST RECm tion and taste of all, so far as is consistent Mr. Eaton : The inclosed taie was published in what she conceived to be a duty she owed inexhaustible stores of entertainment and re
utment of
with the paramount obligations we owe to so the Nashville Gazette, some years since, whether it I her father, she neglected the prior one, her flection. A perpetual spring of fresh ideas,
nd Domestic GOODi ciety.”
his been published since I am unable to say. If it has j
and the conscious dignity of superior intelli
. .n?s 1 own happiness.
44 But I tell you,” interrupted Grumble not, I think your readers will be gratified to find it' in
Good . Heaven 1 and what reward
’n r 44 Some short time after her marriage, H. gence.
[returned from where he had settled himself, < can you ask besides ?
gumption, 44 that no advantage whatever is de your columns.
rived from all the tales, essays, and poetry,
44 But is it not some reproach upon the e44 Jane —----- , was5 the only daughter of
oi a j1 and where he had gained a degree
aegree of
01 eminwhich the present generation has produced ; man, who, in the early
rly part of his life emigra- j ence worthy of him—He came to claim her conomy of Providence, that such a one,
ted to the United States from the North of ¡'as his bride ; but she was now another’s—not who is a mean dirty fellow, should have a'ship formerly existing ds they only”—•
44 Mr. Editor,” said a young lady who had Ireland. Accustomed to a life of industry, i her heart, but her person. She saw . him massed wealth enough to buy half a nation ?”
that moment entered,44 will you please to hand by application to his business and suffering ■ once, and but for a lew minutes, when all Not in the least. He made himself a mean
me your paper, containing the prize essay of from poverty in his youths he regarded mo-• was explained. He loved Jane too well to dirty fellow for that very end. He has paid
the44 Dream of Love,” from the New-York ney as the only object worth a reasonable > demand explanation with her despicable bus his health, his conscience, his liberty, for it;
ble time been dissolved.
man’s attention. By his diligence, he had I band, well awaro what would be lhe consc- and will you envy his bargain ? Will you
e firm are requested to cal! as Mirror.”
It was given her, and with a smile and a ama^sed a considerable fortune, which it was ‘ quences of Such a proceeding—he returned hang your head ahd blush in his presence,
imediately with Oliver Bo®
o settle the same, and all p® look which I would not have exchanged for known in the country his daughter would in to his place of abode unhappy. From that because he out shines you in equipage &>show?
ainst said firm, are requests all the congressional debates in the universe, herit. It is now more than forty years since time Jane declined fast. A slow consump Lift your brow with a noble confidence, and
ttlenient‘ERASTUS HAffl with old Krumble, to boot, she retired.
I have seen her. She was then in the bloom tive grief seized fast hold on her—her hus say to yourself,441 have not these things, it is
of
youth—hope and expectation gave to her band became a gambler, and lost his only true, but it is because I possess something
44
There,
”
continued
he,
such
are
the
per

011VER JBOlM
sons for whom you exclude the wisdom of sa a more interesting appearance than I have support in society—and Jane died in giving better : Have I not chosen my lot ? I am conJune xi, 1825.
to a son, whom' ‘
its ~grandfather
took tent and satisfied.”
‘
\ ’
ges, and the researches of our legislative ever yet witnessed—She was about eighteen ; Ibirth
You are a modest man—you love quiet and
possessing natural good sense, and accom home. Too late he found that it was not
halls.”
A pedler of combs, sleeve buttons, needles, plishments that rendered her-the pride and money that could have made his daughter Independence, and have a delicacy and re
•tment of BLANK ACC^ .&c. inquired fora paper; one was handed admiration of her friends. Many were the happy, and soon after he followed her to the serve in your temper which renders it impos
stant'yon hand, and for sale*
him, and turning it over, said his object in suitors for her hand—but she refused them grave. The unfortunate child, neglected by sible for you to elbow your way in the world,
EMICWS BOOKSTU calling w*as, to examine the bank note ex- with such a grace and respect for their feel his father, and deprived by d.eath of his pro and be the herald of your own merits. Be
Opposite the Meeting
ehan?"' but was surprised to find it excluded, ings that they loved her the more.—Among tector, was an outcast upon the,world, until content then with a modest retirement, with
when it was so particularly necessary for her admirers there was a young man, a native Mr. H. took him home as his adopted child. the esteem of your intimate friends, with the
Sf l815’
gentlemen engaged in trade.—He was refer- ■ of Massachusetts, respectable by his talents Years have now rolled away since then, and *,praises of a blameless heart, and a delicate
red to the city papers for the information ne- • and genius. He was a member of the bar, he enjoys a comparative degree of peace ingenious spirit; but resign the splendid discessary to determine the charac-ter of the two ’ and, though young, maintained a respectable y.et he looks forward with anxiety to that state ¡tinctions of the wrorld to those who can better
dollar bill he held in his hand, and turning on ‘ standing among his brethren.. He was loved of existence when the troubles of this life are scramble for them.
his heel he left us.
. all classes,
------ r....
------ ilike,
:l~ „„
a
lost, in undisturbed felicity—where men can
The man whose tender sensibility of conj i—
by
for his gentleman
and
JE HUSSfilU
The door opened, and a man whose impor-J manly deportment, and nature had given him be happy without having gold, and where the ‘scious and strict regard to the rules of mortalATTORNEY at Im
office ever the Store of W tant and supercilious air showed him to be a | a striking and interesting appearance. But envenomed tongue of detraction can never be fty make him scrupulous and fearful of offend..................................
t
Co. where he will constand?
ing* is often heard to complain of .ithe disadperson of authority, entered. 44 Mr. Editor,” 1 as yet he was poor and he owed to fortune heard.”
nothing,
—
Chance
threw
him
in
the
com

vantagehe lies under in every path of honor
of his profession.
said he,441 have called to demand the name
Captain Green, at Norfolk, in 11 days from and profit. 44 Could I but get over some nice
of the individual who signed himself 44 Man pany of Jane—an intimacy was formed, and
he frequently visited her father’s house, where Cape Haytien, states to the editors of the points, and confirm to the practice and opin
lius.” in this morning’s paper.”
he
received not only that attention and mark- Beacon, that the emigrants were very much ion of those about me I might stand as fair a
44
When
the
reasons
are
kno^n
for
this
de

jadyfor delivery.to suM
J ed politeness which he deserved by his stand-, dissatisfied
------------- with their situation,, and were j chance as others for dignities and prefer
mand,
”
said
the
editor,
perhaps
you
may
be
i’$ Bookstore.
/
ing
in
society,
but
also
experienced
that
open
anxious
to return to the United States.
ment.” And why can you npt.? What hingratified in vour request.
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Mantleg,
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Naples Sill,
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tiers you from discarding this troublesome
firupülosity of yours which stands so greviously in your way ? If it be a small thing to
enjoy a healthful mind, sound at the very
core, that does not shrink from the keenest in
spection ; inward freedom from remorse and
pertubation ; unsullied whiteness and simpli
city of manners ; a genuine integrity.
Pure in the last recesses of the mind ;
if you think these advantages an inadequate
recbmpence for what you resign, dismiss your
scruples'this instant, and be a slave, merchant,
a director—or what you please.

cient of new milk to make your Cream very
thin : viz. put in equal or even double the
quantity of milk, that you do cream ; the
consequence is, your butter is brought with
less than half the labour, or time, and less li
able to be white or striped, as the mess will
be at all times thin, moves easily, and if it spat
ters up, it immediately runs down, so that the
whole gets equally moved, and all changes at
once to good butter.

shown them how they should behave them 1
FIRE AT HUDSON.
selves in the public cause, thus speaks to the
A very destructive fire broke out in Hui
female part of his audience.
son, N. Y. on the evening of the 19th inst.
“
as for yOu,‘ j shall advise The number of buildings destroyed is not
you in very few words. Aspire only to those precisely known. Eleven dwelling houses
virtues that are peculiar to your sex ; follow two satinet weaving factories, several stores’
your natural modesty, and think it your and nine barns, were entirely consumed, ft
greatest commendation not to be talked of was feared at one time that the whole city
would be laid in ruins.
Bost. Courier. *
one way or other.” - ----An Irishman going a journey on foot, met a
A LOVER OF GOOD BUTTER.
A late letter from Washington says 44 Com,
vehicle going the opposite direction. Being
fatigued, he requested the driver in the vehi Porter’s trial is progressing; people here dift
LONG PRAYERS.
cle to let him 44 ride a little bit,” which was fer very much in opinion on the subject of
It seems to be a settled principle with some agreed to. Pat was so well pleased with his the charges ; but an idea has gone abroad
good men to make their prgyers in social ^ituaton, and with his companion, that he did that whether acquitted or censured, the Com.
STATE OF AMERICA.
meetings as long as possible. They exhaust not discover the mistake he had made till he modore will quit the service of the United
In forty years the Americans have quadru all the powers of attention in those who join arrived at the place from which he had first States, and accept an appointment from one
pled their population, and stretched their ter with them, a long time before they come to a started, Scratching his head, however, and of the South American Governments, at least
ritory from the waters of the Ohio and Missis conclusion. This practice has no sufficient muttering a little, he again set out upon his as good as his present situation.”
sippi to the Pacific. They have assumed, as apology. It is death to all genuine devotion. journey on foot ; in the course of which, he
Newburyport Herald.
if by instinct; a mighty system of private law ; Indeed, not uncommonly it is the offspring of overtook a carriage going the same route, the
a bold precision of diplomacy ; a large code death, as well the parent of it. In all social driver kindly offered to take him in. 44 J
Capt. Thomas at Norfolk, in 13 days from
of commerce and national interests. They meetings, prayers should be short and com take in, indeed,” exclaimed the Irishman, St. Thomas, informs the editors of the Beacon,
have taken the lead in vigor of improvement prehensive. They will then be edifying ; all 44 thank you for nothing—I have had enough that he was boarded while at St. Thomas by
and practical science. Mendicity is almost devout hearts may unite in them. If they of that. I am sure I should never get to my an officer from the U. States ship Hornet,
unknown; the demand of labor is immense, are long, the speaker will probably be the journey’s end by riding.”.
Capt. Kennedy, and informed that several
and its rewards abundant. Church dissen only person in the company whose heart is
piratical barges had been destroyed by boats
tions are heard of only in the history of for engaged. Long prayers and long addresses
from said ship, on the south side of Ct-b?..
A SLEEPING JUDGE.
eigners ; slavery itself, the plague spot of hu answer no good purpose.
On various occasions (says a correspon The Hornet sailed 2d inst. for Cubs, to touch
man society, is fast verging to decay. Agri
Boston Recorder.
dent) I have witnessed the anxiety of the Judg at Porto Rico—-officers and crew all well.
culture, the mechanic arts and manufactories
es to preserve inviolate the dignity and deco
are advancing with mighty strides. The
Amongst the amusements of New-York, we rum which should ever be observed in a
STOCKBRIDGE, (MASS.) JULY 2L
bowels of the Alleghanies are pouring forth find that Mr. Scudder has opened a new Court of Justice—it is however impossible so
DEATH BY LIGHTNING.
their treasures of iron, coal, and lead ; and source of entertainment, which he calls 44 The to do at all times—for during the trial of
On Tuesday night the 12th inst. the house
the huge western Savannahs, trodden a little New-York Spectaculum.” It comprise^ three Browne v. Murray, on Tuesday last, in" the of Mr. Israel Alden, in Otis, wa§' struck by
while ago only by the bison, the cougar, or spacious rooms. The first conAins a collect Court of King’s Bench, the Lord Chief Justice lightning and considerably injured. But the
the wolf, are echoing the noises of forges, tion of Wax Figures. In the second, is exhib seating himself very composedly in one cor most distressing circumstance is, the wife of
looms, and blooméries. Since 1808, the ex ited a grand Cosmorama of fifty glasses, pre ner of the Judicial Seat, having one leg hori Mr. Alden was instantly killed. Mr. A. was
port trade of the Union has advanced from senting sixteen hundred pieces of distemper zontally placed and the other dangling, went in bed with his wife, and received considera
twenty-three millions of dollars, to more than colouring, and a panorama. The third cham to sleep for better than half an hour, and this ble injury, but is now out df danger. The
eighty millions. Their tonnage amounts to ber shows a large mechanical panorama of too while his Majesty’s Attorney General was house was fired, and a daughter of Mr. A.
more than a million and a half ; being nearly 380 moving figures ; also, the Noctoroma, or addressing the Jury! His Lordship awoke with wonderful presence of mind extinguished
a treble increase since the beginning of the a collection of night scenes, and the Endless however in sufficient time to sum up the case the flames—being the only person at hand,
present century. In the Hudson alone, the Grove, only 18 inches long, yet of which it is with his wonted precision.
save a little brother, who was also in the house
number of merchant vessels is at this hour impossible to see the end. This, we pre
with his parents and sister.
nearly equal, and twelve years ago was much sume, is intended for those who have never
CURIOUS ALTERNATIVE.
superior to the whole shipping of Scotland. been able to see beyond their nose. Those
' MYSTERIOUS.
At the battle of Newport the prince of Or
Their steam vessels almost double in numel’i- who have superfluous cash, need be at no loss ange having the Spanish army before him. and
On Sunday last, the bones of a human
cal account, and far surpass in tonnage and for amusement in New-York. There are the <’.e sea behind him, thus addressed his sol- :
frame were found in the thick woods in the
velocity, the vapor ships of Britian. Before theatres, the gardens, and museum—pugilism di.ers : 44 Ifyoii would preserve your honour and
northeast part of Tyringham, about six miles
the extent of their canals, the efforts of the and pedestrianism— horse races, boat races, your lives.) soldiers, you must cut up these Span
from this place.—We understand that they
modern world shrink into insignificance ; nay, and cockfights—turtle feasts at Syke’s, and iards, or drink up that seaN
were scattered upon the earth a few fe^t t
the mighty ways and aqueducts of imperial turtle feasts in Hoboken Grove—nine-pins
round. Circumstances indicate them to be
Rome herself are brought into hazardous and shuffle-board—cat skins and extraordina
the bones of a female, as parts of female
comparison. The number is at least twenty ; ry cows—auction rooms and courts of law—
[The following letters are from the Mil wearing apparrel, shoes and a hair comb,
and the greatest length stretches to three hun grog-shops and gaming-houses—amusements
were found with the bones.
Ibid.
dred and sixty miles. Yet the hugest of for all ages and all tastes. New-York is, af ledgeville Journal of July 5th. His Excel
these majestic ducts were accomplished at the ter all a ivonderful place. A stranger may be lency Gov. Troup is still on his stilts, and in
ANOTHER FISH STORY.
sole, charge of a State of little more than a lost in the redundant filth of the cross streets, tends, as it would seem, to make every per
million of inhabitants. The navy of the U- and be carted away by contract; or may be son, with wffiom he has official intercourse, sub
On Monday, the 20th June, a whaling com
nion amounts to more than twenty ships of buried under perilous conglomeration of brick mit to his superabundant dignity. We pre pany, at Prospect Harbor, in the town of
the line, besides numerous frigates and gun and mortar ; or scalded to d’Oath by the cob sume that this refusal to hold further corres-l--------------------------------Gdutdsborough,
discovered a whale off the
IJi! tile
boats. And the whole of this enormous mass lapsing of a steamboat boiler, may be, frozen« , pondence with the Agent the National Gav ; harbor, and went in pursuit of it. They soon
of vigor, wealth, and population, is securely to death by ice-creams, or burnt to death by ernment is, in his Excellency’s opinion, equiv-[got within a proper distance, and fastened to
defended by a standing army of little more new whiskey, and nobody can tell what has aient to the dismissal, by one sovereign of a the monster of the deep, secundem artem.
than five thousand men. Nor are there any become of him. He can, in short, enjoy any minister plenipotentiary of another, and a The whale, not well pleased with the uncivil
internal taxes ; any hateful pryings into in of the varieties of life and death, for which he preliminary step to a declaration of war. salutation, made the best of its way out to sea
come or domestic privacy. The provincial may have a taste, and, after all, be para Whether Gov. Troup is ripe for actual hostil propelling the boat by the force of the warp
governments alone levy a direct impost of a- graphed into immortality by the ready, sym ities, or not, we shall probably soon know].
fastened to its body. After proceeding, in
bout a dollar on each inhabitant. This is to pathies of a dozen of the ’cutest and most
N.- Y. D. Adv. . this uncomfortable situation, four or five
be a free people. This it is to have sprung moral editors in the Union. New-York is,
miles, the animal became weak from loss of
OFFICIAL PAPERS.
from the bosom of the British empire, like after all, a wonderful place ! Nat. Journal.
blood, and the company then hauled in the
Exe cutive Department, Georgia, )
Pallas from the brain of Jove, full grown and
warp in order to get within a proper distance
Milledgeville, June 28, 18 25. )
armed in proof. Do we turn sick at these
to throw the lances. They inflicted repeated
CAUTION TO LADIES.
Sir—A paper of this morning printed at wounds, until the huge creature seemed en
advances ; the mutual trade of the United
We understand that at a fashionable tea
States and British empire now exceeds fifty party in this city, the young lady of the fami this place, containing a letter purporting to tirely exhausted, and sunk to the bottom of
millions of dollars ; an amount quite equal to ly, as usual, was called upon to perform the be addressed by your Special Agent, to the the ocean. After waiting the usual time for
the trade of the republic with all the rest of honors of the tea-table. In the course of Jt, Agent for Indian Affairs, in extenuation of his the body to rise, they began to haul in the
the globe. And is this any food for jealousy ? she had occasion to rise from her chair to conduct in suspending him from his func warp, but without any suspicion that the
It is, as it ought to be the strongest cement of reach an article on the opposite side of the tions under your instructions, is forward whale was alive, or near them, it leaped from
friendship. We rejoice in this growing up of waiter. In the act off resuming her' seat, the ed for the.information of the President. If, in the water, and laid itself directly across the
freedom ' and power in the western world. end of her corset-bone unfortunately hitched writing such a letter, the Special Agent has boat, as it were in the twinkling of an eye.
We glory in this living bulwark against the in the rim of the waiter, and terrible to re so acted as to find himself within the letter or The boat’s crefr disentangled themselves
worse than Pagan incursions of legitimate fa late ! tilted the whole of its contents into her spirit of those instructions, it is obvious that from the unwelcome visitor, and took to the
naticism. We look forward with joy to the lap 1—Hot coffee, boiling tea, cream, toasts, the question which he was charged to investi water. The whale remained across the boat
illustrious period, when the growing tide of cakes, &c. in one indiscriminate mass ! The gate had been prejudged at Washington, be about two minutes, and then slid off, tail fore
population shall have fully fertilized the bar scene of confusion which followed may be fore his departure from that City, and that most into the ocean and again sunk. The
barity of the western wilderness ; aiid a migh easily imagined. As this is given to us for a consequently the government of Georgia can boat was left by the whale upside down, and
ty race one in sentiment, one in virtue, one in fact, we deem it a fit occasion to admonish no longer, consistently with its dignity, hold thq men, with great labor, gained her, and
interest, speaking in no more than a double parents, particularly mothers; entirely to dis intercourse with that officer, of which, as you placed themselves on her bottom. It was
tongue, shall be busied in lighting up and countenance these pernicious and unuseemly will see by the enclosed letter, he has had with much difficulty they kept themselves in
transmitting the lamp of knowledge, without articles of female attire. Consequences to due notice.
this unsafe retreat, expecting, every moment
Respectfully,
G. M. TROUP.
interruption, from the wolves’ dens of“Ona- health, far more injurious than being scalded,
to be swallowed up in the mighty deep.
The Honorable J. BARBOUR,
lashka,” to the eternal fires of Horne.
are known to have followed their use.
They remained in this situation four or five
Secretary of War.
Liverpool Mercury.
hours, when they were happily relieved by a
Philadelphia Gazette.
beat which discovered them at a disUneeiExecutive Department, }
From the Vermont Journal.
Two of the crew were badly bruised by
Anecdote of Dr. Franklin.—In one of the
Milledgeville,{June 28, 1825.
C *
holding on to the boat, and one severely
assemblies in America, wherein there was a
S
ir—I call your attention to a letter pur
DAIRYING/
majority of Presbyterians, a law was proper
wounded by a stroke from the whale. The
porting
to
be
yours,
and
addressed
to
the
AMr. Editor—I was so well pleased with posed to forbid the praying for the king by the
.•whale rose on the second or third day. It
the idea of a dairy, or milk room, upon the Episcopalians ; who however could not con gen.t, in extenuation of your conduct for the ’ was about 30 feet long. Although this account
plan of one which was recently described to veniently omit that prayer, it being prescri act of suspension, and published in a paper1 is not so calamitous as might have been, yet
here of this morning called the Patriot. If
me, that I am induced to make it public. The bed in their liturgy. Dr. Franklin, one of
this letter be authentic, you will consider all it shows the hazardous nature of the business
shelves are so constructed as to admit the the members, seeing that such a law would
of taking whales, and we have often wonder
immersions of a milk pan in cold water, near occasion more disturbance than it was worth, intercourse between yourself and this gov- ed that more fatal accidents do not occur to
ly to the top, resembling a shallow trough. said, that he thought it quite unnecessary, ernment suspended from the moment of the those engaged in the business. The boat’s
By the advantage of location, the water is “ for,” added he, those people have, to my receipt of this.
crew consisted of Robert C. Palmer, Daniel
G. M. TROUP.
constantly running from, a spring, into one certain knowledge, been praying constantly,
Noonan, Stephen Clark, John Russel, and
T.
P.
ANDREWS,
Esq.
end of the shelf and off at the other, and may these twenty years past, that 4 God would give
Stephen Clark, jr. Mr Palmer after remain
Special Agent—Creek Agency.
easily be conducted from shelf to shelf to the King and his Council wisdom :y we know
ing on the bottom of the boat for some time,
through a whole room. The consequence is that not the least notice has ever been taken
attempted to swim to the shore, but after proNORFOLK,JULY 18.
the milk keeps perfectly sweet, in the warm of that prayer; so that it is plain they have
Ceding about a quarter of a mile, findin«- he
est season, until the cream is all risen, which no interest in the Court of Heaven.” Tho e The 44 suspicious vessel,” seen some time could not reach the shore, he returned to the
since off the coast ofN. Carolina, with a num boat, and took his former position among his
¿s in a short time,—of course the butter will house smiled, and the motion was dropped.
ber of persons, on board, and which gave rise suffering friends. Before he left the boat, he
be sweet. Now are therfe not hundreds of
to the conjecture that a piratical vessel was off' shook hands with all his associates, expecting
places that would admit of the same improve , ADVICE TO THE FEMALE SEX.
there, was nothing more than a sharp built never again to see them. The person who rc>
ment with a trifling expense—which would
Pericles, in a funeral oration on some
vessel of about 50 or GO tons, from Charles lieved them was Capt. Joseph Wass, of the
be refunded four fold in one season ?
brave Athenians who were slain in battle, af
And, sir, I will add a lino from my own ex ter having addressed himself to the several ton, which' touched .at Old Point Comfort boat Star, by whose assistance the whale was
perience iiichurning. Be sure to put in suffi- ranks and orders of his countrymen, and about 10 days since, and landed a number of towed into Prospect Harbor.
convicts, .
Eastern (Machias) Star^
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belaboring Islands, where
W e aasten to inform you of the following news,
on which you may place implicit reliance, as we theMangemlltreeisnotto be found, enjoy
SATURDAY, JULY 30, 1825.
have learned them from a Courier sent here ex good health, and are entirely free from all
press from Navarino, and who returned there yes- those sickening feelings which those who use
LATEST FROM EUROPE.
rte b°Ur- Th"e were off Na«rino, the spring water are attended with.
Paris papers of the 14th ult. London of the ñh
same date, and Liverpool of the 16th, have about 100 Egyptian vessels, of which 60 were
.
The Louisiana Gazette, of the 17th ult MkEesEoEl^hk entered
Peerkinkrk'n3 Matt!n^“e> with
been received at N. York. From the Com ship» of war and 40 transports. Near these were
A) Greek vessels commanded by Miaulis, which, gives some interesting particulars of the disin
mercial Advertiser and other papers we make
Portland
by daily engagements, prevented lhe Egyptian, terment of some bones on the prairie grounds wifi'Zw'’°fPm,and’^"»
the following summary :—
Bost. Gaz.
from landing other troops at Navarino. At the between Placquemine & the lakes__ They are
It was expected that the British Parliament entrance of the port there were other Greek ves
Cleared.
the remains of some creature of gigantic frame,
Scar. Lark, Foster, Martinique.
would be prorogued about the 1st of July.
sels, and one fire ship, which were also stationed and belong to a class of animals no longer ex
An extensive Manchester warehouse firm there to hinder lhe projected landing of the enemy, tant, and perhaps ante-diluvian,—The bones
memoranda*
in London, not named, had failed for about fifteen other vessels and five fire ships were hour, discovered, are much larger than those of the bunk,' ff. P.SRkoJuly i4’ Warren’ Grant- of Kenne.
ly expected. The Egyptian troops were stilf qui50,0001.
Mi'°’ Sar®eant>« fr- Cayenne,
Mamoth described by Dr. Mitchell. They are forSSacoeDetly encamped, near Navarino. At about three
_ The Catholic Association is to be revived
supposed
to
be
of
marine
origin,
and
the
crea

hours distance from them was Mavrocordato,
in another shape. The act for its suppres With about 5000 men. An engagement had ta ture must have equalled the size of the Kra- Trhfitv Ner^uryport, i.th inst. Despatch, Knight,
»nry^silin^
sion was so loosely framed that it is said it ken p.ace off Candía, in which the Greeks had dis- kin, or Norway Sea Snake, the description of
can easily be evaded.
mountea one of the enemy’s frigates, taken a brig this by father Kircher having heretofore been '
Private accounts represent mqney to be Of 14 guns, sunk an Austrian vessel, and run thought exaggerated. Among these remains
scarce in London, and a similar Scarcity was another aground.
is an enormous “ fragment” of m cranium, .
SYRUP, war.
On the 12th inst. Miaulis received a reinforce twenty-two feet in length, four feet high, and PX’d
anticipated in Liverpool.
, •---• The promises of an abundant and early ment of fifteen vessels and five fire ships under Ca- nine inches thick and weighs about twelve f
harvest, both in England and France, is naris, All the vessels arriving from Navarino, a- bvthntl pOhUndt ft has not been decided
gree in saying that Miaulis could no longer pre by those who have seen these remains to
represented to be very great.
Warranted ffrst qualité
vent, the enemy
’s frigates
from entering
the port
j
o
« asiiic
uuri what «mus the animal belonged, but from the
It is calculated that 20,000 emigrants
emigrants de
de- 'as ’hey had taken possession of a small desert spot alluvial Situation of the place, it is supposed
part annually from Great Britain and Ireland at the mouth of it/ Whilst our seamen' Zere^n to have teen there deposited by the ocean,
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WTSTERIOUS.
last, the bones of a 1»
nd in the thick woods,(
at lyrmgham, about sisi
— IVe understand tbatt
upon the earth a few f^
stances indicate them ti
a female, as parts offer
rel, shoes and a hair ett
1 the bones.
11,1

SHOES,

for North America alone.
It appears that several new commercial
regulations have been established at the port
oi Odessa, by the Emperor Alexander. By
one of them it is prescribed, that in addition
\Umbel: °f bales and packages shall be
added the weight of each article. In case of
any fraud being detected to the amount, of 5
per cent, the goods are to pay treble duty—
kkfiSfon
§1°Per Cent- the Penal^is

this position, Miablis received the above mention and <ts length, if of the Balen® species, must
“ “■V4ROTyed assistance, and ordered Canaris immediately to have been two hundred and fifty feet. A
Jhjlyjo.
JOS* G. MOODY.
proceed with two fireships to Modon, where forty
arge carnivorous tooth and other remains bes-nps of war and transports of the enemy were at
leved to be ante-diluvian, were some years
anchor. According to the intelligence received
since taken from the same place, and carried
from various European vessels arrived here, we
ProMence Microcosm,
learn that they were all destroyed. AH those to Europe.
European vessels arrived here without their an
chors, and one with its parapet burnt, having nar- ’ In this season, while all animal, and almost
rowly escaped the conflagration. Since that time ]vegetóle nature seems to pant beneath the
HA piiyt”otfrecei*ed from Boston a S'“«™! i'Tthere has constantly blowed a strong southerly heat, we hope that the labors of that service
wind which is very favorable for sending fire ships able slave to man, the horse, will be regarded
Among other discoveries recently made in into the port of Navarino, and it is generally m mercy. He suffers for our convenience
the interior of Africa, by Lieut. Clapperton, thought that there was a conflagration at that and comfort; performs long and exhausting
after successfully exploring the wilds where place about the same time as the former at Modon jourmes, in feverish blood, and has no tonmie
nngo Park lost his life, is the Journal, or a as great flames were seen there during the whole to make us acquainted with the extent of °his
WH1CH ¿RE
part of the Journal, of that celebrated travel night, and that at Modon did not take place till miseries. The first intelligence which his
Old Columbia Whiskey,
er, when be last attempted to discover the about 6 in the morning.
master receives of his debility and exhausCatalonia Wine j best Holland Gin»
ion isfrom the death of the poor animal;
source oi the Niger. This will be an invaluCognac Brandy ; Common do.
FROM THE ARCHIPELAGO,
able prize.
he drops down in his harness, and expires
5 Hhda. 3d proof Tobago RUM •
Capt. Hopkins, who arrived here on Fri before rehef can be given to his afflictions,
50 Boxes American and Spanish Cigars
Gen. Devereux, of the Colombian service,
day
in the Friendship, from Smyrna, informs
10 Chests best Souchong TEA *
o so faithful and uncomplaining a servant
has been arrested and imprisoned at Venice
10 Barrels American GIN •
»y °rder of the Austrian government. It is that m the Gulph of Adrimite he was to one who so cheerfully endures so much
5 Kegs TOBACCO ;
stated that he carried an American passport, boarded by a Grecian gun boat, which he misery for our benefit, we are bound by a
1 Case Men’s Fur HATS.
That off the island double tie to be merciful..
and claimed to be under the protection of the supplied with provisions
ÎL has also on hand, Old Rum, Young Hyson
of
Mytiiene
he
saw
a
Grecian
fleet
of
42
sail
bntish, United States and Colombian govern
Baltimore American,
Tote r hey Rl'm> Me"’s
leather Shoes,
steering into the Gulph of Sanderli for provis
ments.
6
T if’ SpZrm Candles> Chocolate, Bar
ions, and was boarded by three of tÉem : that
We understand that several persons died
Samern of'!gar’ SWeet Ma'aga Wine-A

JVew Goods.
Haruabas IPaluier
English and West India

goods.

they reported, the Constantinople fleet to be yesterday from drinking cold water, and in
SPAIN.
lying
m the Dardanelles, and that they had consequence of heat.
N. Y. Gazette,
The Morning Chronicle of the 13 th of June,
the 20th June, a whaling#
taken a 20 gun brig and a schooner
That
lhe Mercantile Advertiser says that 2Á
ct Harbor, in the towi says, ” we have received from Navarre, from on the 2d May, off Candía, he saw a fleet of
I OOP pU8h’4 SUperior Wheat’ Boxes of Herring.
discovered a whale off a source devoid of violence and exaggeration, 50 sail, in chase of a Grecian fleet of 45 sail sudden
deaths occurred in N. York Friday WOO Pounds warranted Gun POWDER
>
6
a Picture of the present condition of Spain, standing-for the Gulph of Patras and sup--f ,
lastr-from the excessive heat and drinking
t in pursuit of it. They®.
which exceeds even the anticipations of those
ALSO,,
k
,^
general assortment of
pose that they had an engagement the night cola
?0¡t water.—-Another paper states the numier distance, and fasten^
who judged most severely the folly and the before, and another the night after, as a hea- ber
the deep, secundem h
at13J’ and Ciiat 6 more occurred before 9
wickedness of setting up by foreign force a
o clock Saturday morning.
veil pleased with the unff
vy cannonading was heard on both nights.
letu Clh Bïtor’ »rs Brade8’ Surfis, Epau.
government hated by all the people of activi
the best of its way opt Jos
letts, Belts, Eagles, Plumes, Cords, &c. &c Pand
ty and intelligence in the nation. At St. An
i
i
Re
J'
’
■
•
E
,Iis
’
and
fam
‘
ly,
the
Sandwich
IMPORTANT.
>oat by the force of the w der, it appears that there has been a very seis in daily expectation of an additional supply of
Arrangement between France and Hayti.
Island Missionaries, sailed from New-York
body. After proceeding nous disturbance. The troops forming the
ble situation, four or F garrison being in absolute want of the neces
We learn by the Rebecca, Capt. Groves, W ednesday last, for London.
Cut and Wtought NAILS, on consignment from
(says
the New York Mercantile Advertiser of
1 became weak from loss: saries of life, assembled tumultuously and
lhe deaths in New-York during the last
ampany then hauled in 'l committed the greatest excesses, crying, Monday) who arrived last evening in 12 days
wdlfa<l kS e8tak|1’hn,ent in Massachusetts
week were 197—60 more than has ever hap n, V N 8°k suPP,,ed with Sheathing Nails
get within
proper dista»
mk a•'.•■i
Do™ with the Absolute King!—down with from Port-au-Prince, that an arrangement was pened in one week—63 were sudden deaths. menste^t
’, ClUand Wr°Ught SPike8> °L1 di-’
ès. m’
inflicted repesti the Clergy!—down with the Government!” concluded on the 11th inst. between France
In other places the sudden, deaths have been
and
the
Government
of
Hayti,
by
which,
as
le huge ...............
creature .....
seemede
- —I he authorities interfered, and succeeded,
nearly as great, allowing for the extent of
His friends are invited to continue their favour»
and sunk to the botlomt,, ?“er “»King concessions, and promising their we understand in general' terms, the Indepen
„, ...................................
population and exposure.
¡"neraeily?P” ‘° merit
Patr°Dage °f tbe ?ublic
dence
of
the
latter
is
acknowledged.
For
r waiting the usual tali interference with the State to procure redress tk;. k
.vm§cu.
rur
they began to haul in ( for their actual grievances, in inducing them nA r °k°n’ and ,some commercial privileges,
July 30.
Seventy-nine thousand ship letters were re*
sum
mt any suspicion tai to retire; but in the night several officer Hayti
Ha-Vtl has agreed to pay to
m France^the
Fn,^„rtk„ U
ceived
at
the
New-York
Post
Office,
during
or near them, it leapedf» and some merchants, suspected of taking part of one hundred and fifty millions of francs, the quarter ending on the 30th of June I
6
(nearly 30,000,000 of dollars.)
The French
d itself directly
across t!
....
i
commissioners, arrived off Port-au-Prince on
in the twinkling of an ej
w . «uUUuhu, tu awran tneir di
FOR SALE BY
i A Patent has been taken out by a gun-ma
-------r----- -J a flag of truce,
/ disentangled themsehi in Seville the disturbances were still ululcst..
ker
m
London,
for
a
new
method
of
dischar

me visitor, and took to 1^ rious, some lives had.been lost, the troops ut- which was met by a flag from the town. Af
July 30.
ging fire-arms. It renders the present lock
le remained across the k termg the same cries as at St. Ander. entered ter negotiating on board a frigate until the
;, and then slid off, tail Jhe houses occupied by the clergy, and pil- 4th, the trench commissioner landed, and the unnecessary, simple and safe, not being liable
to accidents, and will' materially reduce the
ean and again sunk. Tl «ged them of articles to a considerable a- fleet was permitted to go up to the town. The
price of guns and pistols.
fleet
consisted
of
two
ships
of
the
line,
three
le whale upside down, & mount. The greatest consternation, by the i
rpHE Subscriber offers for sale his House situated
—.
>at labor, gained her,a latest accounts, still prevailed.
Since the frigates, two brigs, and one schooner. The
A gentleman once bought a horse of a
David
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S0 stories
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s on her bottom. It w withdrawing of the disposable French Army treaty was agreed to on the 11 th. One con country dealer. “ Now, my friend (said he)
dition
is
said
to
be,
that
the
produce
of
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ty they kept themselyesiConstitutionalists show themselves in sev1 have bought your horse because I liked his
, expecting, every mowi
parts of Spain, particularly in Valencia island imported into France shall pay but appearance.
1 asked you no questions,
half
duties
for
six
years.
up in the mighty
. “icia, anc* tbe vicinity of Saragossa. It is
fell me now his faults, you know I have
Portland
Par£,CU‘ars eDt>uire oi th= Subscriber ia
i this situation four
teat the Minister at Madrid has issued
Capt. Rivero, arrived at New York, who paid tou—therefore you have nothing to
were happily relieved
order to a number of persons, suspected of
ear.
faults,
replied
the
man,
u
I
know
left Havana on the 13th inst. informs, that
July 36.
SAMUEL SHACKtEY.
rered them ata dis^c,onstitatlonal principles, to quit Spain without1
-commodore Laborde had been appointed to ot no faults except two.—“ What are they ?”
were
badly
bruised
France,
with
the
assurance
that
—
were naaiy uruiscu *,■
‘
«d.u me assurance that on thprnmmanrl nftk« w
•
Why, sir, he is hard to catch.” “ I do
the command
of the marines
boat, and one seved^leir arrival there they will be furnished with frigate
and transnorts
with at that place. A
not
mmd
that,”said he, “ifhe be the devil.
...«.o, expected
m.
.
’ So
’i 3000 troops, were
>ke from the whale.
^or any foreign country they may hourly
P from
But what is the other fault?”- rejoined he
f
pain. The frigate
second
'
y jnn nn £»r»r*r\.i___ i i .
. ance will Cassi Ida,
was to sail in a 7fcwith some impatience.—“Ah! sir,” replied "W E the subscribers having been appointed by the
ng. Although this accooi?n no account be acceded to. The high road -c^.lda, was to sail in a few days for Spain, Hodge, scratching his pate, “ he is good for
the CnimX” J°VS k ark ?sT.J“<ige of Probate fox
with
a
convoy.
Ship
Fama,
arrived
on
the
i as might have been,.?’Fota Barcelona to Madrid has been for some
the County of York, to receive and examine the
4th inst. from Cadiz, and brought a report nothing when you catch him !”
claims of the several creditors to the estate of
lous nature of the busiitrIme so infested with bands of robbers, as to
that the Constitutionalists had organized a
id we have often wondt®nder u impossible to travel in safety. The
MICHAEL BUTLER
provisional government in Catalonia.
tecidents do not occur f°leyffe.nt
sent two regiments to be sta
¡ate of Kennebunk-Port, Yeoman, deceased, represen
ke business. The W‘oned.®t,the different parts of the road, to try,
ted insolvent, do hereby give notice that six Mon“,
KEY WEST.
are allowed to said creditors to bring in and niX™
lobert C. Palmer, Dan»-; Possible, to exterminate the brigands. The
their claims; and that we shall atteiid8that servfc ®«
A letter dated 27th June, attributes the
?lark. John Russel,
r/f T&TV?d a:'heir several stations sicknesss prevailing among the laborers emtoM,ss hannab he house of the late Michael Butler deceased on the
•
_
X
*"c5
1uiiv iCLMk/1 xSl »3
Mr Palmer after ren>»“‘ dV
, clothed, and paid, and i„
in conse- ployed in clearing the island of trees, bushes, n«InJ>c>r1t,and’ on Wednsday evening last, by Rev. last Monday of this and the five following months
f the boat for some Wi?aence th®J h‘^’e committed the greatest Valuunins’
eatest ex- &c. to their being obliged to drink water out CapeniP ey> Mf' Charles Tlbbets to Miss Eliza-Ann from one to five o’clock in the afternoon.
> the shore, but after
t
ravellers, in lieu of affording them of the various ponds, which are surrounded
THOMAS PERKINS, Tr.
Conquest of Canada.—\xs New Haven, Maj. Lucius
WILLIAM PATTIN J
Xii h/iurifi^
or more or less, by the Mangenill, a tree possess Canada,
to Miss Alma Beecher
i8th. 1825.
At
Savannah,
Mr.
Samuel
Howard
Fay,
of
Mass,
to
ing a white milky substance, and of a deadly
Miss Susan, daughter of Col. Shellman/
poison. Roots of these trees extend them
selves through almost all these ponds ; and,
ANTED Cotton and Linen or Cotton RAG&
as a natural inference, the poison must, un
J !
r Wn Ch,the hJghest Pr,ce wiH be given, in
doubtedly connect itself with the water. Aexchange for Books and Stationary, Paper Hangings
notner proof that this alone is the sole cause I
F
g gs>
DIED—-In Limerick, on Saturday last, John Writing Paper, &c. at
of that disease which has so long afflicted this oHfi”a "e”’ES<1 Counseilor at Law>in the 46th year
island, presents itself from the fact that all foSco^By7hOmaS DaWeS’ Judge °f Pr0bilte
^^mlMachia^Slar^
those who make use of the pure cistern water
Opposite, the Meeting House,,,,Kennebunk,
HER FISH STORY

Stone Jugs and Jars.

Military GOODS,

100 Casks

FLOUR,

House for ¿Sale,

Me.

NOTICE.

* ^smerciai. ■

RAGS.

©tiittiarg.

J. K. Remich’s Bookstore
June 4.

■

i

BY DR. PERCIVAL.
WHEN the woodlands are covered with leaves and
with floWers,
Tn the loveliest time of the year ;
.
When the sky is now clear, and now chequered with

showers,
And life rambles on through th? warm sunny hours,
Undimm’d by a shade or a tear :
O ! sweet are the feelings that kindle and bun,
As we gaze on the flowers and the sky ;
As water takes tint from the hue of its urn,
When they burn in the light of thine eye.

-H?AS For Sale a general assortment of

As it slept in the sunshine of day—
O ! sweet is the clear and the silvery tone,

India and

American
on fair principles of trade
July 16.

•

_

For Sale by '

And when, in the calm of moonshiny night,

A serenade steals o’er the bay ;
As it curls in the smile of her mellowest light,
Or lies in its beauty, as silent and bright,

GREENOUGH fy BODWELL,

DANIEL L. HATCH,

Englislo

New floods

New Books? &c

New Goods

SIMON NOWELL,
M HHDS. good third proof Tobago
JLO RUM.
u
■

Opposite the Meeting House.

nAVE recieved an additional stock of Staple
and fancy GOODS which they offer for

T^TAS Just received an assortment of Miscellaneous sale on good terms, viz
and School Books, Stationary, &c.
Dark and Light Fancy Prints, a great variety,
....AMONG WHICH ARE....
4.-4. & 6 4 white Cambricks, & Cambrick Muslins.
Lady of the Manor, 2 vols. by Mrs. Sherwood.
4-4 and 6 4 plain and fiig’d Book, Leno and
Decision, by Mrs Hofland.
Swiss Muslins.
Coopers Sermons, 2 vols.
4.4 Printed Muslins, Light and Dark Ginghams2
Sherwood’s Stories.
Black and Colored Canton and Nankin Crapes,
Village Sermons, 4 vols.
u
«<
Crape Dresses,
McEwen on the Types.
tt 4* “ Crape Shawls,
Ossian’s Poems, 2 vols.
Scripture guide to Baptism,
,
«* Mantles,
Walks of Usefulness in London and its environs.
Gros De Naples Silks,
Levantine Do
n
Black, white and green Italian Crapes,
Nugents French Dictionary,
White, pink, blue, Straw and Crimson Press <
Wanostrocht’s French Grammar,
Valpy’s Greek Grammar,
Crapes.
Greek Lexicon, Do. Testament.
Black and white Silk Lace for Veils.
Luesden’s Gieek and Latin Testament.
Linens, Linen Cambricks and Long Lawns,
Graeca Minora, Latin Grammar s, Libg Primtra.
Ainsworth’s Latin Dictionary, Vergiln Delphini,
Black and Brown Linens,
Brown and drab Imitation Linen Cambricks
Cicero’s Orations, Sallust, Wilson s Sallust.

CLASSICAL.

Vol.

'IM

itieiHO5
pUBL1*
JAMES A
COtíDíTÍÍ #s-«l.50.

—■ And
course of tb^ear.
Repaid.
all arrearage"".

From ti

BEGGAR
mV ’
44 Standout Af
01 my
As it softly comes over my ear;
Bonnets,
SCHOOL BOOKS.
Ider
my
’
But sweet as it breathes, when I hear it alone.
i-ly voice, 1
Brown Silk for Bonnets,
Walker’s Large Dictionary,
ir the busti
It breathes like a flute by a wind-spirit blown,
1
rnusihg
<>
v
i
Plain and figur’d Gauzes,
Whelpley’s Compend and Questions,
À in Chesr
Superior ¿road Black Bombazeens,
I my lodgiru
When I know, thou art listening near.
1
Murray’s Reader,
<*
Narrow Silk and worsted Do.
I ^Your. ionorwillf
“
Sequel,
O 1 the music and beauty of life lose their worth,
Black, white and pink, plain and figur’d Satinf»
£<
Intioduction,
‘ ed a sharffund
joi* will pi
When one heart only joys in their smiles;
“
Grammar,
Superior Valencia Mantles,
: ¿.four he
«
Small do. Scripture Questions.
But rhe union of hearts gives that pleasure its birth,
ir,
Black, slate, green, brown and pink Cambricks,
I am a beg:g and ha’
Grammar on Chemistry, do. Philosophy,
Black, white, pink, blue and Lilac Florence Sifksj,
Which on the darkest and coldest of ear .h,
Natural Philosophy, Turner s Book Keeping,
road as yj lurself.”
Like the sun on his own chosen isle;
Valencia and black Silk Vestings,Stamford’s Arithmetic, Art of Reading,
AmusedTat this str
It gives to the fireside of winter the light,
Pronouncing and common Testaments.
Black Sinchaws and Sarsnetts,
over thejJ|se, and b<
Ingersol’s Grammar, Small, do.
Black and drab Denmark Satins,
The glow and the glitter of Spring—
I in the po^jlion whicl
Blair’s Rhetorick.
,
Changeable
Sarsnetts,
O! sweet are the hours, when two fond hearts unite,
I. bly dene minate sc
Together with almost every other School Book gen
A great variety Fancy Silk Gauze Sr ^eha Hdkts®
And softlv they glide, in their innocent flight,
I ces somev!hat mena
erally called for, at fair prices.
Ladies black and white, Silk and Kid Gloves,
I presentin g a contras
....ALSO....
I
Away on the motionless wing
Gentlemens’ black, Beaver, Silk and l^.id Do.
ihstructivvI The one
A
LARGE
ASSORTMENT
OF
rf^HE undersigned offers for sale, •■'>
Foundation Muslins Millinetts,
I
inannerei!!>1 man—ap
trious
and
enterprising
young
fa
u
™
e
^'
h
'
8
SILENT GLANCES.
A great variety Plain and Colored Ribbons,
QUARTO BIBLES,
LANDS in Kilmarnoch, and Township No- ,
1 teeting a <i ¡arcase of i
Garniture, handsome Plaid and Gauze Do.
O 1 there are moments dear and bright;
at very reduced prices.
in
the
sixth
rai-W
°
f
Fen
"
a
"
G
| of a hogs .ilead; and
Black
and
colored
Braids
and
Cords
a
good
When Love’s delicious spring is dawning ,
STATIONARY! dirty, bubEqually im
Sottas the ray of quivering light,
sortment.
/‘^rap^^reaseiathese^l-entofthusec- Writing and Letter Paper, Gilt edg’d Letter paper.
J; andfroi
That makes the early smile of morning.
( personage
Black and white Tapes, Bobbins,
Drawing Paper, Morocco do. Gold do.
les,
it wot
Rich figur’d Swiss Muslin, Squares and Points
1 countenai
tion of the State, causes these lands to
Superior INDELIBLE INK, Paint Boxes.
’Ttswhen warm blushes paint the cheek,
fi.
D.
to <
iect
worthy
tht
attention
of
those
who
wuh
profound:
Hair
Penctls,
Le.d
Pencils,
Slate
Pencils,
Floss Cotton, Holts Do.
When doubt the thrill of biiss enhances j
-h Brushes, Coart Plaster, Pencil Cases, Dice,
cure to themselves good farming lands on reasona '
And trembling lovers fear to speak,
I lotunditivi 5 was bes1
White and colored Threads,
I°7i K-». Black, and white Glass Inkstands,
Yet tell their hopes by silent glances.
victuals < Id drink.
Black and colored Fans,
ble terms.
.
’ Onit LS, some of a superior quality.
Any persons desirous of purchasing Lots,/may Bodkin.
Upon 1.J close obs
DOMESTICS.
Pocket do.
gjateSi
and black Sealing Wax,
And when yow g ^ve rewards their pain.
receive satisfactory information respecting the Superior Eng >VaferS) Wafer Boxes ;
countenaijce
of the
Sattinetts.
Ginghams,
Checks,
Stripes
and
Cham

The heart to rosy joys beguiling ;
same, by a^plving to the Subscriber in Boston, or Red and black V’
anj yvjiets ;
jon
as my
When pleasure wreaths the myrtle chain,
!
most
as
!
brays,
Ebenezer Gilman, in Township No. Lor to Calfskin Pocket
.uer, Lafayette Playing Cards,
% something
And life’s gay scene is fair and smii»ng~*
Brown and Bleached Shirtings and Sheetings,
f
speaking;
Allen Gilman, Esq in Bangor, who is duly au- Sand Boxes, Ink PoW ^on do> gJank do.
Walpole and Common Tickings,
! curiosity)yas he stoc
Common do. Conver t
Oft shall they fondly trace ’he days,
thonzed to make “n’^ee.^ ?
Pocket Combs, Elastic
assortment of Stationa- Knitting Cotton Yarns, &c
tagonist 1,: and. this
When, wrapt in fancy’s wishing trance.,
Together with a genera
wh0)esale and retail as Together with a large assortment of
conspicuous, when
‘They sigh'd—and wish’d and lov d to gaze ;
Bangor, June 28, 1825»
' j*
RY, all of which will be sold
Aid told their hopes by - ¿/to
asked
—<How
HoW will
Will
°
W.
I.
Goods
and
Groceries,
cheap as can be purchased 10 thu *
-—CONSISTING OF---*
P
ear
”
1
July 9.
~
Bordeaux, and American BRANDA .
|
44 Hou ?’’ said tl
feROBAVU XO’YICES.
nnAKEN on Execution, and will be
4nd I’ll lea
moment
Ai a (Ata ff Prolate held at Kemebmk,-within and York, ss. £
T;sr and N. E.
soJd at pQt>iic Auction on Monday
.
Island
S
do you 1 ike notice
for Mounty oj York, on the eleventh day of‘July, the-fifteenth day of August next, at two o’clock in
) Holland, and American GIN. Whiskey,
soul anc (pody just
(From the Gospel Advocate)/
. Holland,
in the year ef our Lord eighteen hundred and twenty the afternoon ; at the store of John hrost in SourhWines, Molasses
Co&e, Sugar, Teas, &c. &c.
x
___ _
D
|
sesof tittpking, eal
Berwick,
in
said
County,
all
the
Poght
in
Equity
fae'
. .
r 1
ALSO—“good assortment of
INCOLN & EDM ANDS of Boston, have just
| my pies ¡jure as h
miMOTHY FERGUSON, administrator of me which Caleb Frost of Berwick, in said county, has °t
published “ the Holy Bible containing the Ola Crockery, Glass, ChirKH and Hard
I
estate of Timothy Ferguson, late of Ehot, in redeeming the farm on which he now lives, situated
may rermember
1 D
TA’v"
and New Testaments; the proper names of which
said county, gentleman, deceased ; having presented rand lying in said Berwick, under the mcumberance
then agai
!
pass.
WARE,
his first account ot administration 0 the estate of said of a mortgage to William A. Hayes, and Charles N. and numerous other words, being
Among which are joiners’ and Cabinet Makers*
here toubve are 01
deceased ; and also petitioned for license to sell real
in the text, and divided into syllables a
i
t
COgS"'eRiCHARD SHAPLEIGH, D^tHj Sheriff.
to be pronounced, according to the ortheophy of
know h:i-re even a 1
Tools of all kinds.
estate of said deceased for the payment of his debts.
Tohn Walker, as contained m his Critical Pronouncing
'
t
tieman ip
1 the faci
ORDERED, that the said Timothy give notice to
Berwick, July
18252.
Dictionary, and Key to the Classical Pronunciation o^
all persons interested, by causing a copy of this order
as he kould a bi
Greek, Latin and Scripture Proper Names, by Israel
to be published three weeks successively in the Ken
same cctnmon mas
At cfr I. A. M. As the Bible contains the aruJes
nebunk Gazette, printed at Kennebunk, that they
equally | easy, an
of our faith and the foundation of our nest hopes, as
may appear at a Probate Court to be held at York, in
HE creditors to the estate of THOMAS SANDS, we have been accustomed to read it ourselves3, .md o
same jaifrney,
u hoi
said’county, on the.second Monday of August next,
late of Lyman, in the county of York, enquire hear others read it from ^childhood, it would be natu rjHE Copartnership formerly existing under the
both
h4je
to
die a
at ten of the clock in the forenoon , and shew cause,
deceased, are hereby notified, that the Committee ap
if any they have, why the same should not be show pointed to set out the Dower in said estate to his ral to suppose all are familiar with the correct pronur>
44 But” äterrupted
d
tton
Xs
language,
as
weU
as
with
its
subhde
and
ed- and why the said license should not be granted.
widow, Eunice Sands, will attend that business on
tend thbre is no d
doctrines. It is moreover too ob”o'‘®
■
JONAS CLARK, Judge.
Thursday the 28th day of July instant, at 9 o clock qeavenlv
need illustration that the right understand!ng o fthe
and a I anker
Copy Attest—GEO. TH 1CHER. Reg’r.
I
“ No J in the lea
in the forenoon.
. , /
Scriptures
depends
much
on
the
manner
tn
which
they
DANIEL SEWALL, in behalf of the
July 16.
„
are read, still as extraordinary as the fact may
,
the utn |st readin
Committee.
tie their accounts immediately with
AtTcourt of Probate held at York, within and for the
it is no uncommon thing to witness m««c.
’
essentials. You !
who is authorized to settle the same, and al Per-ons
July i4> 1825.
___ —__ — even from the Pulpit, the most barbarous
county of York, on the sixteenth day of April tn the
compa it of your
having
demands
against
said
firm,
are
requested
to
year of our Lord ond thousand eight hundred and
in the pronunciation of many Scripture v P
estate
and dr jk
{’ beer, n
present
them
for
settlement.
Wethus
allude
to
a
fact
indicating
atleast
twenty-five.
à compan;
wine,
in
one
important
department
of
Biblical
Ltterat
,
F15HEODORE DONNELL, administrator of the
h at the following Shares in the KENNEBUNK no other reason than to propose a re™e^V K „.
O IVER BOURNE.
:
your c empany.
I
estate of John Bowden, late of said York, de
SOCIAL LIBRARY, are taxed for the years
Kennebunk Port, June
ata,.
awisfiwos.
ceased, having presented his first account of adminis 1817, and 1825, as follows; and now remain un- in the general use of the Pronouncing Bible, I W’« ,
perhaj i—I make
no doubt m our minds that the evd would be speed ,
tration of the estate of said deceased for allowance.
are co lented, 13
paid.
remedied,
if
Scholars
and
famines
should_hab.uauy
•S
ORDERED, That the said administrator give no
, You dres:
tice to all persons interested, by causing a copy or |
Supposed pres read this edition of the sacred scriptures. The ed tiVn
deserves much credit for the fidelity with which h..
as
con
portable in
«
this order to be published three weeks successive y |
ets. ent owners.
;
Original Owners. has completed so laborious an -undertaking, and the
a LARGE assortment of BLANK ACCOUNT
ble in leeping tì
in the Kennebunk Gazette, printed at Kennebunk,,
37
1-2
Unknown.
i
enterprising publishers deserve generous public par 25k BOOKS, constantly on hand, and for sale at
Cole,
25 Ubid,
that they may appear at a Pi obate Court to be held Phineas
J
less pi ifperty th:
Emerson, i
25 12 1-2 3712 John Frost. ronage for this new proof of their efforts to raise the
at York, in said county, on the second Monday of Samuel
.
jfiMES
K.
REMICH
’
S
BOOKSTORE
12 ï 2372 J. K.Remich.
about if fewer f
Do.
standard of American Typography.
25
August next at ten of the clock in the forenoon, and
to lose and if I d
Opposite the Meeting House.
25 ia ï 2 37 ï 2 Unknown.
shew cause, if any they have, why the same should Thomas Folsom,
JAMES K. REMICH,
Peter Folsom,
in the rorld, I m
25 12 1-2*37 1-2 Unknown.
Kennebunk
July
16,
1825DOtbeadowed.
■
,
John Grant.1
Opposite the Meeting House,
50 25* '75
2
Edward Grant,
JONAS CLARK, Junge.
paven |nt; I am
37
1
!•
Unknown.
Î2
X
2
HAS just received a supply of the PRONOUN 
Ï
Do.
25 ■
Copy Attcst -GEO. THACHER, Reg r.
my w H for it,
25 : 1-2 37 12 Unknown.
CING BIBLES, at the Publisher’s Prices.
Dimon Gillpatnpk, 1
July 16.
371-2
Sam
’
l
Ross.
with f wer losses
1-2
i - 25
Do.
Kennebunk, Julv 8, 1825.
1-2 37^Sam’l Emerson.
i
sing a .many son
John Hovey,
25
371-2
Unknown.
At a Court of Probate held at Limerick, within and
25 Ï2 -1-2- v
,
X
Do.
“A Ip then ” s
barnabas
palmer
e
WARRANTED
POWDER.
25 12 1-2 37 12 Unknown.
for the County of York, on the fourteenth day of June Nath’l Jefferds,.
along ¡lied to sli
POWDER of superior quality in canisters of one KEEPS constantly for sale a general 'assortment of
25121-2371-2 P Walker.
in the year ofour Lord one thousand, eight hundred James Kimball, jr.
Military GOODS, and trimmings, such as.
the co itempt of
>
pound each, for shipping, constantly tor sale by
25 12 i’2 37 ï 2 Unknown.
Tobias Lord, jr.
and twenty five. x
Cords, Brades, Lace, Belts, Swords, Spurs, ,
the
subscriber.
—
Also,
Powder
by
the
quarter
cask,
37
r
2
Unknown.
44 T fe envy o
25
12
I
2
12
TOflN NOWELL, adminstiator de bonis non of John Lowe, jr.
Plumes,
Buttons,
Scarlet,
and
Blue
Broadcloth
25 12 1-2 371-2 Dan’l Nä'son. for the purpose of retailing or for Town Magazines
conteifots;
you
,
the estate of CoL John Nowell, late of York, in Benjamin Nason,
Bek Plates, Eagles, Tassels, Epaulqtts, &c. &c.
25 12 1-2 37 i-2 Joseph Curtis —Can at ail tiniesjbe had as above at the Boston pri
a shai | of the 01
. said county, deceased, having presented for accept George Perkins,
371-2
Heir
of
John
ce,
.
BARNABAS
PALMER.
July 2.
_
25 12 12
Do
ance, the doings of a Committee appointed to divide
too. hid besit
[Strothers.
July’9.
the real estate of said deceased among his heirs.
1,50 VU Parsons.
matte i equally r
1,00
30
John
UParsons,
4
ORDERED, that the said administrator give no
I live jy our wi!
25 12 1-2 37 1-2 Unknown.
tice to all persons interested, by causing a copy of Joseph Porter,
371-2 Abiel Kelly,
dustr ”, and the
25 12
this order to be published three weeks successively Jos. M- Stickney, x
25 12 1-2 37 i-2 B. Titcomb.
’
in the Kennebunk Gazette, printed at Kennebunk, Benj. ritcomb,
in th I particul
37I
Edm
’
XPearson.
25 12 I Z 37 t Unknown
that they may appear at a Probate Court to be held Joseph Thomas,
CHADBOURN.
8c
AVNKIN
’
S,
costs feciety mo
25 12 1-2
XAMESS K.
Do.
at York, in said County, on the second Monday ofE
"R~1”AVE just received a large consignment of BOS*
me— -• am cont
98 Widow Mary F.
48 SO
August next, at ten of the clock in the forenoon, and1 Geo. W. Wal-1 4
HAS Just received a lltrge assortment of
Wallingford.
JOL TON FURNITURE.
great deal. Ni
lingford,
j
shew cause, if any they have, why the same shouldI
¿5 12Ì 37Ì Widow A. Frost. French and American Room Papers.
....CONSISTING OF....
C W. Williams, 1
toes, |r weave
not be accepted.
Yellow, Red, Green and Brown CHAIRS ;
And that agreeable to a vote of the Proprietors of Which he will sell at very reduced price/.
JONAS CLARK, Judge.
thing useful, we
Flag
Bottom,
do.
Yellow,
Brown,
Blue
and.Green*
said Library, unless the said Taxes with the inter
Copy Attest—GEO. THACHER, Regr.
July 8.
*
___ _
comn i>n stock;
small and large Rocking, do. Children’s do.
vening charges thereon, are paid by the second MonJuly 16.
if the world jut
Mahogany Bureaus and Work Tables,
- day in February next, at ten o’clock in the forenoon ;
‘ JV’EFF GOODS—AGAW.
Fancy Toilet Tables and Wash Stands, Crickets, &C.
such delinquent Shares will then be sold at Public
there Ire, it see
All of which they will Sell at low prices for CASH.
Vendue, at the dwelling house of Nathaniel M.
ced t fe cleverei
owe burnham
Jurie 25.
_ __________________ —
¿r^F the York Baptist Association, held at the Bap- Towle, innholder in said Kennebunk, in order to sat
So |e passers
HAS JUST RECEIVED
I,J tist Meeting House, in the second parish in isfy the said Taxes and intervening charges.
verst
ion. Th
DANIEL SEWALL,
)
THE BAPTIST MAGAZINE,
A complete assortment of
.
Shapleigh, June 8th and 9th, 1825.—Are ready for
ently '^ood frier
BARNABAS PALMER, > Committee.
1NOR
JULY,
is
ready
for
delivery
to
subscribers
at
Foreign and Domestic GOUIJN
delivery at
ejact fling som
TIMOTHY FROST. J
JU
T. K. Remich’ fe Bookstore.
J. K. REMICH’S Bookstore,
‘ July 9^
Kennebunk,
July
1,1825.
Snde in the ]
gennebunkj July 23,1825.
digei Ince betw
150 do. coarse SALT.
«
15 Bags COFFEE.
Kegs good Fig TOBACCO , .
10
Quintals goo-I Quoddy
*7
150
Bis. No. 1, 2 and 3 MACKEREL300
do. Gennessee superfine FLQUK*
200
30 do. RYE.
Bushels Yellow CORN«
1000
T 'r- a n .
Mess and No. 1 BEEF
bELt \
Clear and No. 1 PORK ; White LEAD ,
Verdigris ; Linseed and Spefm
Spetm OIL
01U J5
20 Boxes 8 by 10 GLASS ;
75 M. laying SHINGLES.
Kennebunk Port, July 14, 1825
....... .

Ltands for Sale.

1

Sheriff’s Sale.

Pronouncing BlHe’S.
L

Notice.

T

Hayes & Bourne,

Notice is hereby Given,

it,
Rlank Rooks.

T

Military Goods.
~

Room, Paper0

THE MINUTES

;

F

,

,

Boston Furniture,
CHHAP.

